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YOUR FORTUNE

IN A TEA CUP

METHOD I.

AS a preliminary, when the tea has been 
drunk, turn the cup round three times 
from left to right, carefully pour off 

any liquid left in with the grounds, stand 
the cup upside down a moment in the saucer," 
and then hand it to the appointed pro
phetess of the occasion, without looking in the 
cup oneself, or else, so the oracle says, the spell 
will be broken.

A form seen resembling a Heart, if sur
rounded, indicates future pleasure. If dotted 
around, you may expect money.

Two Hearts—A marriage.
Crosses—Adversity. If near the top of 

the cup, they mean that the misfortunes are 
nearly at an end.

An Anchor—If at the bottom of a cup, 
a successful career; at the top, love and con
stancy ; if circled with “clouds," inconstant love.

A Ring—A happy marriage. If there are 
any specks round the ring, clouds are signified, 
meaning precaution is necessary, and deceit 
not inevitable. A ring at the bottom of a cup 
foretells separation.

Flowers—To a married person, denote 
good children, who will be a comfort to their 
parents.

A Star—Happiness, if standing out clear; 
if surrounded, it means long life; dotted round, 
it indicates that happiness, wealth, ana all the 
fortunes of life will be the possession of the 
owner. '

Mountains—Clouded round, mean many 
foes; but, if one by itself appears, you may 
expect the favor of people in a higher rank than 
yourself.

A Serpent—Beware of an enemy. If on 
the top of middle of your cup, you will gain the 
victory; if it appears in a clouded part, there 
will be a struggle before you can master him.

Fish—When standing out clear, show lucky 
events by water, but mean the reverse when 
marked in cloudly parts.

A Straight Rod—Quarrels about legacies. 
If in the thick of the grounds, an illness.

(Continued on page S.)
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